A Company Profile
Introduction

Solution Oriented Company

Knowledgeone Corporation began life as GMB
Solutions Pty Limited in August 1983, commencing
commercial operations in April 1984. The Company
name GMB came from the initials of the three original
partners being Gillett, McKenna and Bachmann. Mr
Frank McKenna is the founder and is now the only one
of the original three still involved with the company.

K1Corp has been producing information management
products since the first DocFind in 1984. Today we are
Australia’s leading software innovator and have set
industry standards for many years in information
management, records management, image
management, EDRMS, ECM and knowledge
management solutions.

Frank is the Managing Director and CEO of the
Australian Company and the President and CEO of
the US Company. GMB Research & Development Pty
Ltd was renamed as Knowledgeone Corporation in
August 2005.

With the release of Knowledgeone (K1) in 2005, we
introduced the world to a totally new genre of
information management product; one that totally
empowered the customer. With RecFind 6 we have
taken this to the next level and it is now even easier
for the customer to quickly and easily change both the
Data Model and Business Processes using the high
level tool (the DRM) that comes free with RecFind 6.

What do we do?
K1Corp designs, builds, installs and supports a range
of innovative knowledge management and enterprise
(ECM) software applications. Our products apply to a
wide range of applications areas such as records
management, electronic document management,
imaging and workflow. In the last 25 years K1Corp has
brought 27 new products to market.

Cross Industry Products
K1Corp’s products are installed in organizations in
virtually every industry segment. We supply solutions
to local government, federal government, defense,
health, law enforcement, education, manufacturing,
distribution, utilities, banking and finance.
There is no industry where our products don’t fit and
add value.

www.knowledgeonecorp.com

In addition, RecFind comes preconfigured ‘out-of-thebox’ with a number of ready-to-run applications
including records management, document
management, imaging, workflow, asset management,
human resources management and customer
relationship management. It can also run multiple
applications concurrently and is also dynamically
multilingual – able to support multiple languages
concurrently.
RecFind also includes two optional add-ons in its suite
of tools (GEM and RecCapture) that facilitate
implementation of a fully automatic, rules-driven
EDRMS. Both GEM and RecCapture are innovative
new products incorporating a server-centric (no
software to install on workstations), rules driven
(expert system) and fully automatic (there is nothing
for the user to do) paradigm for the selection, capture
and classification of electronic documents and emails.
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RecFind 6, the fully integrated EDRMS, includes
all required EDRMS functionality - no additional
modules required.
RecFind 6 DRM - Administrator’s tool to change
any aspect of RecFind 6.
RecFind 6 Xchange - capture data from any
source and integrate to any product.
RecFind 6 Button - the world’s easiest to use
EDRMS tool for check-in, check-out, searching
and scanning.
RecFind 6 High Speed Scanning Module (HSSM)
- totally automates high volume scanning jobs.
RecFind 6 Mini API - allows any other product to
use RecFind 6 as its document and image library.
RecFind 6 GEM - fully automatic email
management and archiving.
RecFind 6 RecCapture - fully automatic EDRMS.

Technology
K1Corp employs a variety of tools and technologies to
build its products and provide solutions to its clients. In
building products we use VB.NET, ASP.NET, C++,
Java, HTML, XML etc. We use the most appropriate
tool for the job. The architecture of RecFind 6 is based
on the .NET 2008 smart client paradigm. This means a
rich windows client that works equally well over the
LAN or Internet without the need for a browser.

Why deal with Knowledgeone
Corporation?









K1Corp has 25 years experience in designing,
developing, installing and supporting information
management solutions.
K1Corp has the robust, scalable and proven
products that meet your management needs and
significantly reduce the costs and risks associated
with major EDRMS rollouts.
K1Corp has all the services you will need to
deliver and support your solution.
Thousands of customers in Australia, New
Zealand, the UK, USA, Canada and Africa.
Millions of users of 27 products over 25 years.
Ownership - private company owned by the
McKenna family.

K1 Group Companies




Knowledgeone Corporation P/L (Australia)
Knowledgeone Corporation Inc, (USA)
Knowledgeone Corporation, Ltd (UK)

Locations




Australia
United Kingdom
United States

More Information
Please visit our website at
http://www.knowledgeonecorp.com

Integration
We have integrated to a host of ‘foreign’ products and
application systems over the years. RecFind 6 comes
with a free integration tool called Xchange that can
connect to any application, database or data source
and extract and capture data into the RecFind 6
repository. There literally isn’t any product or system
we can’t integrate to.

K1Corp’s website includes comprehensive information
on RecFind 6 plus numerous white papers and
detailed information on our support services.

Development Partnerships
We have ongoing relationships with most major
vendors and specific development partnerships with
Microsoft, IBM/ Lotus and Novell. These partnerships
are extremely important because they allow us to be
knowledgeable and experienced in the latest releases,
technologies, databases and operation systems. We
have for example, been a member of the Microsoft
MSDN program since its inception.
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